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We use the field theory description of the fractional quantum Hall states to derive the universal
response of these topological fluids to shear deformations and curvature of their background geom-
etry, i.e. the Hall viscosity, and the Wen-Zee term. To account for the coupling to the background
geometry, we show that the concept of flux attachment needs to be modified and use it to derive the
geometric responses from Chern-Simons theories. We show that the resulting composite particles
minimally couple to the spin connection of the geometry. We derive a consistent theory of geometric
responses from the Chern-Simons effective field theories and from parton constructions, and apply
it to both abelian and non-abelian states.
I. INTRODUCTION
The quantized Hall conductivity is the most fundamen-
tal transverse response of the incompressible fractional
quantum Hall (FQH) states of two-dimensional electron
fluids in external magnetic fields.1–9 The charge current
flows perpendicular to the direction of an external in-
plane electric field, and the transport is dissipationless.
The Hall conductivity does not depend on the micro-
scopic details of the system, but only on the topological
properties of the states. The Hall conductivity is one of
the key topological properties characterizing the quan-
tum Hall fluids. However, the Hall conductivity does not
fully characterize these topological fluids.6,7,10
A full characterization of abelian FQH states as topo-
logical fluids6,10 includes the (fractional) charge and
statistics of the quasiholes and the ground state degener-
acy on closed surfaces, as well as various so-called fusion
reels for the quasi-holes. These dimensionless universal
properties of the FQH state are determined by topolog-
ical invariants of the topological fluid states. However,
a full characterization of the FQH fluid also requires the
intrinsic orbital spin6 s, and the associated Hall viscosity
ηH . These quantities express the way the fluid couples
to geometric properties of the 2D surface on which it
moves11–24. They become manifest when a FQH state is
put on a curved (and dynamical) surface. The Hall vis-
cosity is the response of the Hall fluid to an external shear
deformation of the background surface, under which the
Hall fluid develops a momentum density perpendicular
to it. As a result, the net energy for the deformation
vanishes, resulting in a non-dissipative viscosity.23 It has
been argued that the Hall viscosity ηH depends only on
the density of electron ρ¯ and the orbital spin s through
the relation10,12,13,24 ηH = sρ¯/2.
The coupling of the Hall fluid to the curvature of the
background surface is the origin of the shift vector as-
sociated to FQH states on spheres6,11. At the level of
the effective hydrodynamic theory this coupling is repre-
sented in its effective action by the Wen-Zee term (whose
coefficient involves the orbital spin6,11–13,16 s). It repre-
sents the universal coupling of the hydrodynamic gauge
fields of the fluid to the spin connection of the geometry
of the surface. The Wen-Zee term was introduced to ac-
count for an additional Berry phase needed to represent
the Hall fluid on a sphere, and also predicts that local
changes in the curvature of the surface should be accom-
panied by local accumulation of electric charge. Since
the orbital spin s and the geometric response are closely
related to each other, a calculation of the geometric re-
sponse amounts to a derivation of the orbital spin s of
the fluid (for a rotationally invariant system12,13).
The topological properties of FQH fluids are encoded
in the effective hydrodynamic theory which has the form
of Chern-Simons gauge theory.6,25 At a microscopic level,
the FQH states are described either from the structure of
model wave functions1,4,26–28, Chern-Simons gauge the-
ories that implement the concept of flux attachment,5,29
or by parton constructions.30 In the past, the Hall vis-
cosity and Wen-Zee term have been studied in various
ways, ranging from the modular properties of FQH wave
functions, using AdS/CFT holographic dual methods, to
modeling hydrodynamic theories of FQH states (and in
topological insulators.)11–24,31–34 However, so far there
has been no consistent derivation of the geometrical prop-
erties of FQH fluids from their field theoretic descrip-
tions.
In this paper, we derive the Hall viscosity and the Wen-
Zee term using the description of Chern-Simons gauge
theories, which embody the concept of flux attachment,
and also with the projective parton approach.30,35 To de-
rive the geometric response from the Chern-Simons gauge
theories, we first show that the conventional approach
to flux attachment must be modified even for for a sys-
tem of non-relativistic particles moving in a curved space.
We show that the resulting composite particles are min-
imally coupled to the spin connection of the geometry
(even though the microscopic particles are scalars.) The
strength of this coupling is identified with the topologi-
cal spin induced by the flux attached to the electron. We
show that the coupling to the spin connection is essen-
tial to reproduce the geometric responses of FQH states.
We also derive the effective field theory using the parton
construction,30,35 including the geometric responses for
general FQH states including non-abelian states. We get
2a consistent understanding of two-dimensional abelian
topological orders10 from the effective field theoretic ap-
proaches as well as geometric responses of more general
class of the topological states including non-abelian FQH
states.
We then further show that the straightforward applica-
tion of the composite particle theories and projective par-
ton constructions fail to reproduce the correct CS action
for the spin connection, i.e. the gravitational CS action,
whose coefficient should be equal to the central charge of
the Virasoro algebra of the edge states of the fluid on a
disk geometry. The gravitational CS term36–39 reflects
the gravitational anomaly40 of the energy-momentum
tensor in topological fluids.41–43 We find that the grav-
itational CS term resulting from the field theoretic de-
scriptions predicts the central charge of the mean field
theory used in the descriptions, instead of the correct
ground state. For example, the correct central charge
of the Laughlin state is c = 1 because of a single chiral
edge state of the state. However, the composite boson
theory predicts the central charge of the Laughlin state
to be zero because the composite boson theory describes
the state as the (approximately) time-reversal symmet-
ric superfluid state. We will show that the composite
fermion theory and the projective parton construction
suffers the same problem on predicting the correct cen-
tral charge. Thus, predicting the gravitational CS term of
FQH states using the field theoretic approaches remains
an open problem.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
show that on a curved surface (a manifold), a consistent
theory of flux attachment necessarily requires to take into
account the topological spin. Here we derive the form
of the resulting Chern-Simons gauge theory which now
includes a coupling to the spin connection of the mani-
fold. In Section III we use this theory to the case of the
composite fermion construction of the Laughlin and Jain
states and to the multi-component abelian FQH states.
Here we derive the effective hydrodynamic theories for
each case and show that they now predict the correct
value of the Hall viscosity and of the Wen-Zee term in
each case. However we also find that in general the com-
posite particle theories do not predict the correct value
of the coefficient of the gravitational Chern-Simons term
which should be consistent with the value of the central
charge of the theory of the chiral edge states. In Section
IV we present the equivalent description for the theory
of composite bosons and in Section V we extend this for-
mulation to the parton construction of abelian and non-
abelian FQH states. Our conclusions are presented in
Section VI.
II. FLUX ATTACHMENT AND GEOMETRY
In the descriptions of FQH states, the Chern-Simons
(CS) term plays an important role: it binds the flux to
the charge and induces the statistical transmutation. An-
other equally important but less appreciated ingredient
from the CS term is the topological spin.44–49 Formally,
the spin can be introduced by defining a local frame at-
tached to the worldline of the charge-flux composite par-
ticle. The topological spin counts the winding of the
charge around the flux.
The spin is related with the self-statistical angle of the
composite particle. To be precise, we consider a CS gauge
theory minimally coupled to the charge current jµ,
L = k
4pi
εµνλaµ∂νaλ − jµaµ (2.1)
The content of the CS Lagrangian, Eq.(2.1), is a charge-
flux constraint (the Gauss law of this theory) and canon-
ical commutation relations for the gauge fields38. The
charge is bound with the flux and is turned into a com-
posite particle with the change in the statistical angle
θstat =
pi
k
. Then the spin-statistics connection implies
that the composite particle will carry the topological spin
Sz =
θstat
2pi =
1
2k . Thus the composite particle carries spin
polarized along the z-direction.
On a surface with a non-flat metric the topological
spin of the composite particle couples to the (abelian)
spin connection with a coupling strength dictated by the
topological spin. To demonstrate this, we perform a par-
allel transport of a composite particle along the curve
C : s → r = (x1(s), x2(s), t(s)) ∈ Σ2 × R with its arc
length s. We are interested in the adiabatic transport of
the particle, i.e., |dx
ds
|2 << | dt
ds
|2 along C. In the pure
CS theory, the amplitude for the transport is given by a
Wilson line operator44–46
Φ[C] = 〈ei
∫
C
Aµ〉 = eiθstatW [C] = eiθstatLe−iθstatT [C]
(2.2)
where we have introduced the writhing number W [C],
defined as W [C] = L − T [C], where L is the linking
number and T [C] is the torsion44–47 (or the twist) of the
curve C. Because L is always integer, it is independent
of the background metric. The torsion represents how
fast the frame of the curve rotates along C
T [C] =
1
2pi
∫
dr ·
[
e2 × ∂e2
∂s
]
(2.3)
We have chosen the frame along the curve to be e1 =
∂r
∂s
and e2 ⊥ e1. When the curvature is purely spatial, and
in the absence of torsion in Σ2, we can prove that the
phase factor Eq.(2.2) reduces to
Φ[C] = exp(iLθstat) exp
(
−iSz
∫
dr · ω
)
. (2.4)
To prove Eq.(2.4) from Eq.(2.3) and Eq.(2.2), we
rewrite the torsion as
T =
1
2pi
∫
dr · (e2 × ∂e2
∂s
) =
1
2pi
∫
ds
∂r
∂s
· (e2 × ∂e2
∂s
).
(2.5)
3We write the vectors appearing in Eq.(2.5) explicitly.
r = (x1(s), x2(s), t(s)), s ∈ [si, sf ]
e1 =
∂r
∂t
= (v1, v2, α), e2 =
1√
v2
(−v2, v1, 0),
v = (v1, v2, 0) (2.6)
Here s is the arc length of C, and thus we have taken
e1 =
∂r
∂s
. It is clear that e2 · e1 = 0 from the expression.
As we are interested in the adiabatic transport of the
particle, we impose the condition
v
2 << α2, (2.7)
along the curve C. Then this translates as α = 1+O( v
2
α2
).
As the space Σ2 is curved, we introduce a static local
frame on the space.
E1 = (u1(x1, x2), u2(x1, x2), 0)
E2 = (−u2(x1, x2), u1(x1, x2), 0)
E3 = (0, 0, 1)
(2.8)
Below we will suppress the depedence of ui on
(x1, x2, 0) ∈ Σ2. However it is important to remember
that the frame Eq. (2.8) depends on the position because
of non-zero curvature in Σ2. When there is no torsion in
Σ2, the frame follows the equation of motion dictated by
the spin connection ωµ:ab
∂µEa;ν − ∂νEa;µ = −ωµ;abEb;ν + ων;abEb;µ. (2.9)
Because the curvature is solely from the space Σ2, the
only non-zero element of the spin connection is ωµ:12 =
−ωµ:21 = ωµ (we suppress the Lorentz indices ‘ab’ in
the spin connection from here and on). The equation
of motion Eq. (2.9) implies that we have the following
equations when we are translating the frame along ∂r
∂s(
∂r
∂s
·∇
)
E1 =
(
∂r
∂s
· ω
)
E2,(
∂r
∂s
·∇
)
E2 = −
(
∂r
∂s
· ω
)
E1,
(2.10)
with∇ the covariant derivative. Further we represent e2
in terms of Ei, i = 1, 2 by introducing an angle φ(s).
e2 = cos(φ(s))E1 + sin(φ(s))E2 (2.11)
The dependence of φ(s) on the arc length s represents
the relative rotation of the frame ei of the curve to the
frame Ei of the space Σ
2. With these in hand, we can
proceed to rewrite the twist Eq. (2.5),
T =
1
2pi
∫
ds
∂r
∂s
· (e2 × ∂e2
∂s
),
=
1
2pi
∫
ds
∂r
∂s
·
{
(E1 cosφ+E2 sinφ)×
[∂φ
∂s
(−E1 sinφ+E2 cosφ) +
(
∂E1
∂s
cosφ+
∂E2
∂s
sinφ
)]}
,
=
1
2pi
∫
ds
∂r
∂s
· [(E1 cosφ+E2 sinφ)× (−E1 sinφ+E2 cosφ)]
(
∂φ
∂s
+
∂r
∂s
· ω
)
,
=
1
2pi
∫
ds
(
∂r
∂s
·E3
)(
∂φ
∂s
+
∂r
∂s
· ω
)
,
=
1
2pi
∫
ds
(
∂φ
∂s
+
∂r
∂s
· ω
)
+O
(
v
2
α2
)
,
=
1
2pi
[φ(sf )− φ(si)] + 1
2pi
∫
dr · ω. (2.12)
We have used elementary chain rules and Eq. (2.10) in
the second and third lines. Between the fourth line and
the fifth line, we have used Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.8). Then
the last line is just rewriting the integral in a way that it is
apparently parameterization independent within the ap-
proximation Eq. (2.7) (this approximation becomes ex-
act if the transport is performed infinitely slowly v2 → 0).
The first term in the last line is non-universal and de-
pends only on the boundary condition. The term may be
dropped out by imposing a periodic boundary condition
at si and sf , i.e., we may impose that the configuration
of the frame at s = si is the same as that of the frame at
s = sf . So we drop it in Eq.(2.4) and from here and on.
Thus the covariant derivative of the composite parti-
cle should also include the spin connection with coupling
strength Sz,
Dµ = ∂µ + iaµ + iSzωµ (2.13)
This is one of the key results in this paper. Notice that
this spin connection is abelian (in contrast to the con-
4ventional spin connection of relativistic fermions which
is non-abelian.) The composite fermion (CF) and com-
posite boson (CB) CS theories in literature are restricted
to flat space, and hence there is no need to introduce
the spin connection explicitly. However, the geometric
response involves the deformation of the metric, and it
is necessary to keep the spin connection explicitly. We
will show that inclusion of the spin connection in the co-
variant derivative leads to the correct Hall viscosity and
Wen-Zee term for abelian FQH fluids.
III. GEOMETRY IN THE COMPOSITE
FERMION THEORY
A. Laughlin and Jain States
We first consider the CF theory4,5 of a FQH state at
the filling ν = 12p+1 in a curved space. We begin with the
action of the non-relativistic Fermi field Ψe describing
the dynamics of electrons in two dimensions under an
uniform magnetic field,
S =
∫
d3x
√
g
[
i
2
(
(D0Ψe(x))
†
Ψe −Ψ†e(x) (D0Ψe(x))
)
− 1
2
(DiΨe(x))
†gij(DjΨe(x))
]
+ Sint, (3.1)
in which Dµ = ∂µ+ iAµ is the covariant derivative of the
electron, and we set the effective mass me and the charge
of electron to be unity. The electron is a scalar field, and
thus does not couple minimally with the spin connection.
Sint encodes the short-ranged repulsive density-density
interaction between electrons. The interaction term will
not affect the Hall viscosity50, and so it can be ignored
from here and on. The electromagnetic gauge field Aµ
can be written as Aµ = A¯µ+δAµ where A¯µ is the uniform
magnetic field, and δAµ is a probe field that measures the
electromagnetic response of the FQH state.
The fermion Chern-Simons field theory of the FQH
states5,9 consists of attaching an even number of flux
quanta to each electron by formally coupling the the-
ory of Eq.(3.1) to an abelian (statistical) gauge field aµ
whose Lagrangian has the CS form. The resulting action
in terms of the composite fermion Ψ is
S =
∫
d3x
√
g
[ i
2
(
(D0Ψ(x))
†
Ψ−Ψ†(x) (D0Ψ(x))
)
− 1
2
(DiΨ(x))
†gij(DjΨ(x)) +
εµνλ
8pip
aµ∂νaλ
]
(3.2)
where Dµ = ∂µ + iAµ + iaµ + ipωµ is a covariant deriva-
tive which, in addition to the minimal coupling to the
statistical gauge field aµ, includes the minimal coupling
to the spin connection ωµ. The CS term binds the 2p flux
quanta to the electron Ψe and turns the electron into the
CF Ψ.4 Notice that the spin connection enters explicitly
in the covariant derivative with a topological spin p ∈ Z
reflecting the statistical angle θstat = 2pip.
The FQH state is described in this CF picture4,5 by
noting that if we attached 2p flux quanta to each fermion,
on average the external vector potential A¯j is partially
screened to A¯j+ a¯j =
1
2p+1 A¯j . Thus the CF Ψ is subject
to the magnetic field which is 12p+1 of the magnetic field
experienced by the bare electron. Then for a system with
filling ν = 12p+1 the CF fill up the lowest effective Landau
level.4 The FQH effect is then obtained by integrating out
the CF fluctuations at the one-loop level.
Next we note that integrating out the CF fluctuations
at ν = 12p+1 is formally equivalent to integrating out the
electron fluctuations in the integer quantum Hall fluid at
ν = 1, i.e., the theory Eq.(3.1) at the filling ν = 1, which
is done in Ref.[19] and Ref.[50]. For the integer quantum
Hall state, we obtain the effective theory L = L0+Ltopo
of the electromagnetic probe δAµ, and of the metric δgij ,
L0 = δA0ρ¯+ ρ¯s0ω0, (3.3)
Ltopo = εµνλ
[
1
4pi
δAµ∂νδAλ +
s0
2pi
δAµ∂νωλ +
1
24pi
ωµ∂νωλ
]
(3.4)
in which s0 =
1
2 , the average orbital spin of the integer
quantum Hall state. Here we have ωi = − 12εjk∂jδgik and
ωt =
1
2ε
jkδgij∂tδgik.
19,20,22 The second term in L0 is the
Berry phase term of the effective action which accounts
for the Hall viscosity, and the second term in Ltopo is the
Wen-Zee term. The last term in Ltopo is the gravitational
CS term19 (see below).
Having the effective theory Eq.(3.4) in hand, we can
easily obtain the effective theory of the fluctuating com-
ponent δaµ of the statistical gauge field, of the elec-
tromagnetic probe δAµ, and of the metric δgij in the
FQH state from Eq.(3.4). We replace δAµ in Eq.(3.4)
to δAµ + δaµ + pωµ to obtain that of the FQH state be-
cause the CF field minimally couples to δAµ+δaµ+pωµ.
Then the resulting effective Lagrangian to lowest orders
in a gradient expansion again has the form L = L0+Ltopo
where19,50
L0 = (δA0 + pω0) ρ¯+ ρ¯s0ω0,
Ltopo = ε
µνλ
4pi
(δAµ + δaµ + pωµ)∂ν(δAλ + δaλ + pωλ)
+
εµνλ
4pi
(δAµ + δaµ + pωµ)∂νωλ +
εµνλ
24pi
ωµ∂νωλ
+
εµνλ
8pip
δaµ∂νδaλ, (3.5)
where s0 = 1/2 is the orbital spin of a system of fermions
at ν = 1, and ρ¯ is the electron density. The last term
in Ltopo, the CS term of δaµ, comes from the CS term
responsible for flux attachment.
In the above discussion, we did not include explic-
itly the short-ranged repulsive density-density interac-
tion. Although the interactions are obviously necessary
to stabilize the FQH state, in the effective action of the
excitations their contribution interaction enters only in
5the Maxwell term of the statistical gauge field, which
is non-topological and subleading to the Chern-Simons
terms. Thus the universal geometric response does not
depend explicitly in the form of the interactions.
1. Hydrodynamic theory: Hall viscosity and Wen-Zee term
We can further transform the effective theory of
Eq.(3.5) into the hydrodynamic theory of the FQH
state6,7. To this end we introduce the hydrodynamic field
bµ, rewrite the last term in Eq.(3.5) as
εµνλ
8pip
δaµ∂νδaλ → − 2p
4pi
εµνλbµ∂νbλ +
εµνλ
2pi
bµ∂νδaλ,
(3.6)
and integrate-out the fluctuation δaµ from Eq.(3.5) to
obtain the hydrodynamic theory for the FQH state6,7,
which now also includes the coupling to a curved space
L = +ρ¯δA0 + 2p+ 1
2
ρ¯ω0 − 2p+ 1
4pi
εµνλbµ∂νbλ
− ε
µνλ
2pi
bµ∂νδAλ − 2p+ 1
2
εµνλ
2pi
bµ∂νωλ − ε
µνλ
48pi
ωµ∂νωλ
(3.7)
This effective Lagrangian has the same form as the hy-
drodynamic theory6. However, Eq.(3.7) also includes the
Berry phase term of the Hall viscosity (second term of the
first line), and the Wen-Zee term11 (second term of the
second line). The last term has the form of gravitational
CS terms36 and will be discussed below.
The Hall viscosity of the FQH state is obtained by
varying L in Eq.(3.7) with respect to the metric δgij .
We find
ηH = s
ρ¯
2
=
2p+ 1
2
ρ¯
2
, (3.8)
which agrees with previous results obtained by other
arguments.12,13,15,24 Here s is the intrinsic orbital spin,
s = 2p+12 .
2. The gravitational Chern-Simons term
We can further identify the central charge of the edge
states of this FQH fluid by reading-off the coefficient of
the gravitational CS term, − c48pi εµνλωµ∂νωλ, in Eq.(3.7)
and find c = 1. The gravitational CS term embodies
the gravitational anomaly of the energy-momentum ten-
sor in topological fluids.41–43 The response to the effec-
tive action to a change of the metric (and hence of the
spin connection) to the expectation value of the energy-
momentum tensor.51 Given the (holographic) correspon-
dence between the bulk and the edge states of quan-
tum Hall fluids,6 (reflecting the holographic nature of
Chern-Simons gauge theory38,52) the central charge de-
rived from the gravitational CS term should be the same
as the central charge of the theory of the edge states,
determined by the level of the CS term for the hydrody-
namic gauge fields.
At this stage, one might conclude that the CF theory
can be used to predict the correct central charge of the
FQH state. However, this is the artifact of the mean-field
state that we choose to study. To see this, we consider
another legitimate CF construction for the Laughlin state
at ν = 12p+1 in which we attach (2p + 2) flux quanta to
electron Ψe in Eq.(3.1). Then the resulting CF sees on
average one flux quanta, which is directed opposite from
the direction of the external magnetic flux, per particle.
Thus we choose the mean-field state in which the CF is
in the ν = −1 state, in which the CF fills up the lowest
Landau level, i.e., A¯j + a¯j = − 12p+1 A¯j , j = x, y. The
state has the opposite chirality from the integer quantum
Hall state at ν = 1.
We can now follow the same steps that we used to
derive the effective hydrodynamic theory. The resulting
effective action , i.e. the analog of Eq.(3.7), now is
L = +ρ¯δA0 + 2p+ 1
2
ρ¯ω0 − 2p+ 1
4pi
εµνλbµ∂νbλ
− ε
µνλ
2pi
bµ∂νδAλ − 2p+ 1
2
εµνλ
2pi
bµ∂νωλ +
εµνλ
48pi
ωµ∂νωλ.
(3.9)
Compared to Eq.(3.7), we see that only the last term has
the wrong coefficient c = −1, which is the central charge
of the mean-field state! This implies that the correct cen-
tral charge in Eq. (3.7) is an artifact of the mean-field
state which accidentally has the same central charge as
the Laughlin state. Except the coefficient of the gravita-
tional CS term, i.e., central charge, the Hall viscosity and
the Wen-Zee term are, here too, correctly reproduced and
are independent of the mean-field state of the CF theory.
We will see that the CB theory and the projective par-
ton constructions suffer from the same problem and the
predict the central charge to be that of the mean-field
states, which in general is not the correct central charge
of the system.
B. Multi-component abelian FQH States
Having the descriptions Eq.(3.7) and Eq.(3.5) of the
Laughlin states in hand, we can proceed to study the
bilayer quantum Hall state from the composite fermion
theory (where repeated indices are summed over)
L = √g
[
i
2
(
(Da0Ψa(x))
†Ψa −Ψ†a(x) (Da0Ψa(x))
)
− 1
2
(DaiΨa(x))
†gij(DajΨa(x))
]
+ LCS , (3.10)
in which Daµ = ∂µ + iA
a
µ + iα
a
µ + ipaωµ is the covariant
derivative of the composite fermions in the layer a = 1, 2.
As in the single layer case, the electrons are attached with
6fluxes of the statistical gauge fields αaµ and turned into
the composite fermions. Here too, to simplify the nota-
tion, we do not include the interaction terms explicitly
since they do not affect the topological structure. Nat-
urally, the interactions are crucial to stabilize the FQH
state and these particles are not free but strongly inter-
acting.
The CS term LCS in (3.10) is
LCS = ε
µνλ
4pi
αaµ
[
K−1
]ab
∂να
b
λ, K =
(
2p1 n
n 2p2
)
,
(3.11)
and where a, b = 1, 2, and p1, p2 and n are arbitrary in-
tegers. Notice that the spins of the composite fermions
depend only on the change in the self-statistical angle
θa = 2pipa and thus the fermions couple to the spin con-
nection with the strength of pa, i.e., the diagonal ele-
ments of K-matrix in LCS .
We smear out the fluxes of the statistical gauge fields
into space and assume that the composite fermions are
at νa = 1, a = 1, 2 (the generalization to the other val-
ues of νa ∈ Z is straightforward). We integrate out the
composite fermions and expand the resulting effective La-
grangian L in terms of the perturbations {δαaµ, δAaµ, δgij}
around their mean values
L =L0 + Ltopo + · · · ,
L0 =(δAa + paωt)ρ¯a + 1
2
ρ¯aωt,
Ltopo =ε
µνλ
4pi
δκaµ∂νδκ
a
µ +
εµνλ
4pi
δκaµ∂νωλ +
εµνλ
24pi
ωµ∂νωλ
+
εµνλ
4pi
δαaµ
[
K−1
]ab
∂νδα
b
λ, (3.12)
in which δκaµ = δA
a
µ + δα
a
µ + paωµ. We can transform
this effective theory Eq. (3.12) into the hydrodynamic
description by rewritting the last term of Ltopo in Eq.
(3.12) in terms of the hydrodynamics fields βaµ.
LCS =ε
µνλ
4pi
δαaµ
[
K−1
]ab
∂νδα
b
λ
→− ε
µνλ
4pi
βaµK
ab∂νβ
b
λ +
εµνλ
2pi
βaµ∂νδα
a
λ (3.13)
With this result in hand, we integrate out δαaµ from (3.12)
to find
L =L0 + Ltopo + · · · ,
L0 =ρ¯aδAat + (pa +
1
2
)ρ¯aωt,
Ltopo =− ε
µνλ
4pi
βaµK˜
ab∂νβ
b
λ
+− ε
µνλ
2pi
βaµ∂νδA
a
λ −
pa +
1
2
2pi
εµνλβaµ∂νωλ
−ε
µνλ
48pi
ωµ∂νωλ, (3.14)
where
K˜ =
(
2p1 + 1 n
n 2p2 + 1
)
. (3.15)
The Hall viscosity of this bilayer system is,
ηH =
∑
a=1,2
(pa +
1
2
)
ρ¯a
2
, (3.16)
in agreement with Refs.[24] and [20]. Furthermore, these
results yield the correct value of the Wen-Zee term in Eq.
(3.14) with the correct spin for the bilayer system.6,11
Thus, as in the CF description of the Laughlin states,
the Hall viscosity and the Wen-Zee term are however cor-
rectly reproduced, independent of the choice of the mean-
field states. Finally, it is straightforward to generalize the
theory present here to any abelian multi-component FQH
states.
Finally, here too, from the coefficient of the gravita-
tional CS term − c48pi εµνλωµ∂νωλ in (3.14), we infer that
the chiral central charge of the theory is c = 2. However,
just as in the case of the Laughlin and Jain states, this
result is again an artifact of the mean-field states, which
accidentally have the same central charge as the physical
states that we are studying.
IV. GEOMETRY IN THE COMPOSITE BOSON
THEORY
A. Laughlin States
We can do the same analysis in the CB theory,2,29
again for a FQH state with filling fraction ν = 1/(2p+1).
The main difference with the CF theory is that the the-
ory of fermions in a magnetic field is now mapped onto a
system of with a Bose field Φ coupled to the CS theory
S =
∫
d3x
√
g
[
i
2
(
(D0Φ(x))
†
Φ− Φ†(x) (D0Φ(x))
)
− 1
2
(DiΦ(x))
†gij(DjΦ(x)) +
εµνλ
4pi(2p+ 1)
aµ∂νaλ
]
,
(4.1)
in which Dµ = ∂µ+ iAµ+ iaµ+ i
2p+1
2 ωµ is the covariant
derivative of the CB on a curved manifold.22 We can
perform the standard dual transformation2 of the CB
theory on the action Eq.(4.1). We start by rewriting
Eq.(4.1) as
L = √g
[
i
2
(
(D0Φ(x))
†
Φ− Φ†(x) (D0Φ(x))
)
− 1
2
(DiΦ(x))
†gij(DjΦ(x)) +
εµνλ
4pi(2p+ 1)
aµ∇νaλ
]
.
(4.2)
7Here the CS term is written in a way that it is explic-
itly invariant under general coordinate transformation by
using the covariant derivative ∇ν
εµνλ∇νaλ = εµνλ
(
∂νaλ + Γ
σ
νλaσ
)
= εµνλ∂νaλ, (4.3)
because of the property of the Christoffel symbol, Γσνλ =
Γσλν . The Levi-Civita tensor is normalized as ε
txy = 1√
g
.
In the composite boson theory, the FQH state of the
electron corresponds to the superfluid state of the boson
Φ. In the superfluid phase, the average A¯µ of the elec-
tromagnetic gauge field Aµ = A¯µ + δAµ is completely
cancelled by the average a¯µ of the statistical gauge field
aµ = a¯µ + δaµ, i.e., A¯i + a¯i = 0, i = x, y. On the other
hand, the average density of the boson is locked with the
average magnetic field due to the quantum Hall effect.
〈Φ†Φ〉 = ρ¯ = 1
2pik
εtij∇iA¯j = − 1
2pik
εtij∇ia¯j (4.4)
We can write down the low-energy Lagrangian for the
superfluid by expanding Φ =
√
ρ¯+ δρeiθ in terms of δρ
and θ,
L = √g
[
(∂tθ + δαt)ρ¯+ (∂tθ + δαt + δat)δρ
− ρ¯g
ij
2
(∂iθ + δαi + δai)(∂jθ + δαj + δaj)
+
εµνλ
4pi(2p+ 1)
δaµ∇νδaλ
]
, (4.5)
with δαµ = δAµ+
2p+1
2 ωµ. Here, the first term ∼
√
gρ¯∂tθ
in the right hand side can be gauged away. We introduce
a Hubbard-Stratonovich field J i to rewrite the kinetic
term of the composite boson,
√
g
ρ¯gij
2
(∂iθ + δαi + δai)(∂jθ + δαj + δaj)
→ √g
[
(∂iθ + δαi + δai)g
ijJj − 1
2ρ¯
Jig
ijJj
]
. (4.6)
With these in hand, we have
L =√g
[
ρ¯δαt + (∂µθ + δαµ + δaµ)J
µ +
1
2ρ¯
Jig
ijJj
]
+
√
g
εµνλ
4pi(2p+ 1)
δaµ∇νδaλ, (4.7)
where Jµ = (δρ,−J i) represents the conserved boson
current. In the absence of the vortex excitation, we can
integrate out the phase variable θ ∈ R to obtain, (but
inclusion of the vortex can be done easily)
∂µ(
√
gJµ) =
√
g∇µJµ = 0→ Jµ = εµνλ 1
2pi
∇νbλ, (4.8)
in which a hydrodynamic (gauge) field bµ is introduced
to solve the equation of motion. By plugging this back
to the Lagrangian Eq. (4.7), we find
L = √g
[
ρ¯δαt +
1
2pi
εµνλ(δαµ + δaµ)∇νbλ
+
εµνλ
4pi(2p+ 1)
δaµ∇νδaλ − 1
2ρ¯
eig
ijej
]
. (4.9)
Here ei =
1
2pi ε
iσλ∇σbλ, i = x, y is the electric field of bµ.
We integrate out δaµ and obtain the effective action for
the FQH state in the curved space
L =√g
[
ρ¯δαt +
1
2pi
εµνλδαµ∇νbλ − 2p+ 1
4pi
εµνλbµ∇νbλ
− 1
2ρ¯
eig
ijej
]
. (4.10)
Expanding this effective theory to the leading order of
δgij and gauge fields, we find
L =δA0ρ¯+ 2p+ 1
2
ω0ρ¯− 2p+ 1
4pi
εµνλbµ∂νbλ
+
1
2pi
εµνλδAµ∂νbλ +
2p+ 1
4pi
εµνλωµ∂νbλ + · · ·
(4.11)
The Hall viscosity and the Wen-Zee term (with the cor-
rect orbital spin) of the FQH state are correctly repro-
duced here. Finally, in our analysis of the composite bo-
son theory we did not include explicitly the short-ranged
repulsive density-density interaction just as in the com-
posite fermion picture and for the same reasons. Here
too, the interaction, which is crucial for the existence
of the FQH states, does not affect the value of the Hall
viscosity and of the Wen-Zee term.
However, the expected gravitational CS term19,20 is
apparently absent in the boson theory. Naively this hap-
pens because the mean-field state of the CB theory is the
time-reversal-invariant superfluid phase. Time-reversal
symmetry is unbroken at the mean-field level since the
external magnetic field is exactly cancelled by the flux
of the statistical gauge field. In this picture, the break-
ing of time reversal invariance enters only through the
Chern-Simons term in the effective action.
B. Multi-component FQH states
As in the CF theory case, we can proceed to describe
the bilayer FQH state by the composite boson theory.
We have the two species of the Bose fields Φa, a = 1, 2
(again with repeated indices being summed over)
L = √g i
2
(
(Da0Φa(x))
† Φa − Φ†a(x) (Da0Φa(x))
)
− 1
2
(Dai Φa(x))
†gij(DajΦa(x)) + LCS , (4.12)
in whichDaµ = ∂µ+iA
a
µ+iα
a
µ+i(pa+
1
2 )ωµ is the covariant
derivative of the composite bosons Φa in the layer a =
81, 2. The CS term LCS in (4.12) is
LCS = ε
µνλ
4pi
αaµ
[
K−1
]ab
∂να
b
λ,
K =
(
2p1 + 1 n
n 2p2 + 1
)
, (4.13)
where a, b = 1, 2 and p1, p2 and n are arbitrary in-
tegers. Notice that the spins of the composite bosons
depend only on the change in the self-statistical angle
θa = 2pi(pa +
1
2 ) and thus the bosons couple to the spin
connection with the strength of pa+
1
2 , i.e., the diagonal
elements of K-matrix in LCS . Then, the FQH state cor-
responds to the superfluid state of the boson Φa, a = 1, 2.
By performing the dual transformation, we find
L =L0 + Ltopo + · · · ,
L0 =ρ¯aδAat + (pa +
1
2
)ρ¯aωt,
Ltopo =− ε
µνλ
4pi
βaµK
ab∂νβ
b
λ
+
εµνλ
2pi
βaµ∂νδA
a
λ +
pa +
1
2
2pi
εµνλβaµ∂νωλ, (4.14)
with the sameK-matrix in the first term of Ltopo appear-
ing in flux attachment Eq.(4.13). The Hall viscosity and
Wen-Zee term are reproduced correctly here.20,24 It is
straightforward to generalize to the other abelian multi-
component FQH states.
V. PROJECTIVE PARTON CONSTRUCTIONS
We will now discuss the Hall viscosity and geometric
responses of abelian and non-abelian FQH states using
the projective parton construction of Refs. [30] and [35].
In this picture the electron is formally split into several
“partons”, each with a certain preassigned charge and
all coupled to the same uniform magnetic field. This for-
mal enlargement of the Hilbert space leads to a new lo-
cal gauge symmetry. The action of the associated gauge
fields projects the Hilbert space into the physical sub-
space of the original fermions. This procedure yields a
correct effective theory in all cases30,35 but, as we will see
below, has some open issues in the non-abelian case.
A. Abelian States
We begin with the projective parton description of
the Laughlin state ν = 12p+1 , p ∈ Z. In this construc-
tion the electron operator factorizes into 2p+1 fermionic
partons30,53
Ψe(z) = ψ1(z)ψ2(z) · · ·ψ2p+1(z) (5.1)
which is a singlet under a local SU(2p + 1) gauge sym-
metry. These “emergent” gauge symmetries are charac-
teristic of parton constructions. Each parton ψi carries
the fractional electric charge e/(2p + 1) and fills up a
lowest Landau level. Notice that the electron and the
partons are all scalars and thus do not couple with the
spin connection minimally. We also need to introduce 2p
internal U(1) gauge fields (or a SU(2p+1) gauge field) to
project out the non-physical states in the Hilbert space
spanned by the partons of Eq.(5.1).30 We assume that the
partons see the same background metric as the electron.
As each parton is in the ν = 1 state and is gapped, we
integrate out the partons to express the result in terms
of a hydrodynamic theory of the Laughlin state. The
resulting theory is identical to those of the composite
particle theories, e.g. Eq.(3.7), except the gravitational
CS term. Hence, we find that the correct Hall viscosity
and Wen-Zee term are reproduced in the projective par-
ton approach, but the central charge is overestimated as
c = 2p+ 1.
As a concrete example of this, we study the bosonic
Laughlin state at ν = 12 . For this state, we fractionalize
a bosonic field b into the two fermionic partons ψi, i = 1, 2
carrying 12 electric charge.
b(z) = ψ1(z)ψ2(z) (5.2)
The Hilbert space of the partons ψi has unphysical states,
and we need to project out those unphysical states by re-
quiring that ρb = 〈b†b〉 and ρψj = 〈ψ†jψj〉, j = 1, 2 are
the same, i.e. ρb = ρ
ψ
j , j = 1, 2. This projection can be
implemented by introducing an internal U(1) gauge field
aµ. Under the U(1) gauge field,
30,53 ψ1 and ψ2 are oppo-
sitely charged because the fundamental boson b should
be invariant under the U(1) gauge transformation. To
describe the Laughlin state, we choose the mean field
state where the fermionic partons ψi are in ν = 1 state.
Furthermore, the partons are scalars and thus do not
minimally couple with the spin connection.
L =
2∑
j=1
√
g
[
i
2
((
Dj0ψj(x)
)†
Ψj −Ψ†j(x)
(
Dj0Ψj(x)
))
− 1
2
(DjaΨj(x))
†gab(DjbΨj(x))
]
(5.3)
in which Djµ = ∂µ+ i
1
2Aµ ± iaµ are the covariant deriva-
tives of the fermionic partons ψj , j = 1, 2 (+iaµ for ψ1
and −iaµ for ψ2). We integrate out the partons and ob-
tain the effective theory
L =ρbωt + ρbAt + 2
4pi
εµνλaµ∂νaλ
+
1
2
1
4pi
εµνλ
(
Aµ + s¯ωµ
)
∂ν
(
Aλ + s¯ωλ
)
+ · · · ,
(5.4)
with the average orbital spin s¯ = 1. The effective theory
is obtained by replacing δAµ in Eq.(3.4) (the effective
theory of the integer quantum Hall fluid) by 12Aµ ± aµ
because each parton is at the filling ν = 1 and minimally
9couples to 12Aµ ± aµ. The average orbital spin can be
deduced from the coefficients of the mutual CS term be-
tween Aµ and ωµ. We also find the correct Hall viscosity
from the effective action.
ηH =
ρb
2
(5.5)
This is consistent with the average orbital spin s = 1.
In fact, it is better to recast Eq. (5.4) into the follow-
ing form which is more amenable to be turned into the
hydrodynamic description
L = ρbωt + ρbAt + ε
µνλ
4pi
αµ∂ναλ +
εµνλ
4pi
βµ∂νβλ
− 2
48pi
εµνλωµ∂νωλ + · · · , (5.6)
in which αµ =
1
2Aµ+
1
2ωµ+aµ and βµ =
1
2Aµ+
1
2ωµ−aµ.
Then we introduce the two hydrodynamic fields b1,µ and
b2,µ to rewrite the CS terms of αµ and βµ appearing in
Eq.(5.6)
L = ρbωt + ρbAt − ε
µνλ
4pi
b1,µ∂νb1,λ − ε
µνλ
4pi
b2,µ∂νb2,λ
+
εµνλ
2pi
b1,µ∂ναλ +
εµνλ
2pi
b2,µ∂νβλ − 2
48pi
εµνλωµ∂νωλ
(5.7)
We integrate out aµ and obtain the equation of motion
b1,µ = b2,µ. We set bµ = b1,µ = b2,µ and then (5.7)
becomes
L = ρbωt + ρbAt − 2
4pi
εµνλbµ∂νbλ +
εµνλ
2pi
bµ∂νAλ
+
2
4pi
εµνλbµ∂νωλ − 2
48pi
εµνλωµ∂νωλ, (5.8)
where we notice that the Hall viscosity andWen-Zee term
are correctly captured in this projective parton approach.
However, it yields the wrong central charge 2, which is
doubly larger than the correct value.
Now, for the general Laughlin state at ν = 1
k
, k ∈ Z,
we start with the definition for the fundamental particle
with k partons carrying the electromagnetic charge 1
k
.
Ψe(z) = ψ1(z)ψ2(z) · · ·ψk(z) (5.9)
To describe the Laughlin state, each parton should be at
the filling ν = 1. This mean field ansatz and the fun-
damental particle are invariant under the (k − 1) inter-
nal U(1) gauge fields (a1,µ, a2,µ · · · , ak−1,µ). We choose
the coupling between the gauge fields and the partons
in the way that the j-th parton ψj (1 < j < k) couples
minimally to αj,µ = aj−1,µ − aj,µ, and the 1st parton
ψ1 (the last parton ψk) couples only to α1,µ = −a1,µ
(αk−1,µ = ak−1,µ). It is convenient to introduce another
set of the gauge fields (β1,µ, β2,µ, · · · , βk,µ) such that
βj,µ = αj,µ +
1
k
Aµ +
1
2
ωµ. (5.10)
We integrate out the partons to obtain the effective re-
sponse theory,
L =
k∑
i=1
(
ρi
1
k
At +
1
2
ρiωt
)
+
k∑
i=1
εµνλ
4pi
βi,µ∂νβi,λ.
(5.11)
Then we introduce the hydrodynamic fields bi,µ to rewrite
the CS terms.
L =
k∑
i=1
(
ρi
1
k
At +
1
2
ρiωt
)
−
k∑
i=1
εµνλ
4pi
bi,µ∂νbi,λ
+
k∑
i=1
εµνλ
2pi
bi,µ∂νβi,λ (5.12)
Now we integrate out aj,µ, j = 1, 2 · · ·k− 1 and this gen-
erates the equation of motion bµ = bi,µ, i = 1, 2, · · ·k.
Then we find the same effective hydrodynamic response
theory as that of the composite fermion Eq.(3.7) in the
main text except the overestimate of the chiral central
charge by k times, i.e., we will find a wrong central charge
c = k for the Laughlin state instead of the correct value
c = 1. Notice that k is the central charge of the mean-
field state. Hence, the projective parton construction
predicts a wrong central charge, which is of the mean-
field state.
B. Non-abelian States
Wen30 (and Barkeshli and Wen35) generalized the par-
ton construction for the non-abelian Zk Read-Rezayi
parafermion states28 (including the k = 2 fermionic and
bosonic pfaffian states) at filling ν = k
Mk+2 . The funda-
mental particle Ψe now is
Ψe(z) = ψ1ψ2 · · ·ψM ×
k∑
a=1
f2a−1f2a. (5.13)
Here ψi, i = 1, 2 · · ·M carries electric charge qψ = kMk+2 ,
and fa, a = 1 · · · 2k carries electric charge qf = 1Mk+2 .
Thus we introduce the electromagnetic charge matrix,
Q =
(
qψIM×M 0
0 qfI2k×2k
)
. (5.14)
All the partons ψi and fj are fermions in a ν = 1
state. The state has U(M) × Sp(2k) gauge symmetry,
under which the electron operator of Eq.(5.13) is invari-
ant. This construction of the electron operator satis-
fies SU(2)k current algebra
35 and generates the same
Zk parafermion state wavefunction as the SU(2)k Wess-
Zumino-Witten conformal field theory. By integrating
10
out the partons, we obtain the effective field theory
L = Tr
(
(QδA0 + a0)ρ
)
+
1
2
Tr(ρ)ω0
+
1
4pi
Tr(Q2)εµνλδAµ∂νδAλ +
εµνλ
4pi
δAµTr(QFνλ)
+
εµνλ
8pi
Tr(aµFνλ) + ε
µνλ
8pi
ωµTr(QFνλ + Fνλ) (5.15)
where
ρ =
(
ρψIM×M 0
0 ρfI2k×2k
)
, (5.16)
Fνλ = ∂νδAλ − ∂λδAν , Fνλ is the field strength of aµ ∈
U(M) × Sp(2k), and ρψ = ρe and ρf = ρe/k. Using
Tr(Fνλ) = 0, we find the effective response of the FQH
state to the external electromagnetic gauge field δAµ and
a distortion of the geometry
Leff = ρeδA0 + M + 2
2
ρeω0
+
k
Mk + 2
1
4pi
εµνλ(δAµ + s¯ωµ)∂ν(δAλ + s¯ωλ) + · · ·
(5.17)
where s¯ = (M + 2)/2. This effective Lagrangian yields
the average orbital spin s¯ for the non-abelian FQH state,
and the Berry phase term, M+22 ρω0, in Eq.(5.17), yields
the correct Hall viscosity.13 However, the gravitational
CS term of Eq.(5.17) is an integer although it should be
fractional for non-abelian FQH fluids.
The parton approach can be generalized to general
FQH states which have the parton description. The pre-
ceding parton approach can be generalized to compute
the effective response of general FQH states.30 Let us
consider a set of fermionic partons {f1, f2 · · · fK} with a
definition for the electron operator e.g., that of Eq.(5.13).
Each parton fi carries the electric charge qi such that
the K × K electromagnetic charge matrix is given by
Q = qiδij . If not further structure is assumed, the par-
tons are all scalars and thus do not couple minimally to
the spin connection. The partons may have different in-
teger filling mi ∈ Z, and hence we also define a K × K
filling matrix M = miδij . This sets the spin matrix for
partons as S = mi2 δij . The density of partons is the ma-
trix ρ = ρiδij . Furthermore we assume that the partons
see the same background metric as the electrons. From
these assumptions, we deduce that there is a gauge group
G which leaves the electron operator and this mean-field
state invariant. Thus the internal or statistical gauge
field aµ lives in the algebra of G. As the partons are in
integer quantum Hall states, they are gapped and can
be integrated out to find an effective theory of the same
form as Eq.(5.15) except that the partons couple with a
spin matrix S.
L =Tr
(
ρ(QAt + at)
)
+Tr(ρS)ωt
+
1
4pi
Tr(Q2M)εµνλAµ∂νAλ +
εµνλ
4pi
AµTr(MQFνλ)
+
εµνλ
8pi
Tr(MaµFνλ) + ε
µνλ
4pi
ωµTr
(
MS(QFνλ + Fνλ)
)
(5.18)
in which Fνλ = ∂νAλ−∂λAν and Fνλ is the field strength
of aµ. To obtain this effective action, we first assumed
that the gauge field aµ is taken from the maximally
abelian subgroup of the gauge group and integrate out
the fermionic partons. Because the mean-field state does
not break the gauge symmetry, we can restore the full
gauge invariant action.30 Here too, the projective par-
ton approach does not yield the consistent value of the
gravitational CS term.19,20
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We derived a theory of the Hall viscosity and Wen-Zee
term for FQH states from the composite particle theories
and the projective parton approach. The composite par-
ticles carry the spin because of the spin-statistics connec-
tion, and couple with the background geometry through
the spin connection. We derived the correct Hall viscosity
and Wen-Zee term for CF and CB theories. In the pro-
jective parton construction, we obtained the electromag-
netic and geometric response of general FQH states, both
abelian and non-abelian. We found that the composite
particle theories and the projective parton approach do
not yield the correct gravitational CS term, while the
universal global ground state properties, such as the Hall
conductivity and the ground state degeneracy, are cor-
rectly reproduced in all cases.
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